Recent LHCb experiments have shown us that there are two resonances in the J/ψp channel in the Λ b decay, whose spin and parity are most probably (3/2 − 5/2 + ). In this work, we investigate the thresholds: one bound state, two resonances, and one large cusp are found in the uudcc negative parity channels. We argue that these resonances and cusp may correspond to, or combine to form, the negative parity pentaquark peak observed by LHCb.
Introduction
In 2015, two candidates of the new exotic baryons, P c (4380) and P c (4450), had been reported by LHCb. They are observed in the Λ 0 b → J/ψpK − decay. The P c (4380) has a mass of 4380±8±29 MeV and a width of 205±18±86 MeV while P c (4450) has a mass of 4449.8±1.7±2.5 MeV and a width of 39±5±19 MeV. The most favorable set of the spin parity for the lower and the higher peaks is J P = ( − ) are also acceptable according to their analysis [2] . Their configuration is considered to be uudcc: a hidden-charm pentaquark of the isospin 1 2 . In this work, we discuss the negative-parity udscc pentaquarks [1] . They are considered to couple to baryon-meson states, and their feature is observed in the short range properties of such baryonmeson states. For this purpose, we employ the quark cluster model, which successfully explained the short range part of the baryon-baryon interaction and the structure of the light-flavored pentaquark Λ(1405) [3, 4] . Recent lattice QCD results are found to give similar short range potentials to those of the quark cluster model for the baryon-baryon interaction [5] .
Let us first discuss possible configurations of uud quarks in the uudcc pentaquarks. These three light quarks can be color-singlet or color-octet. So, when the orbital configuration is totally symmetric, the uud configuration in the uudcc systems can be totally symmetric (56-plet) or mixed symmetric (70-plet) in the flavor-spin SU f σ (6) space accordingly. They are classified as:
The color-singlet uud systems correspond to the usual 56-plet baryons, whereas the color-octet ones correspond to the 70-plet systems. Since the present work concerns systems of the isospin 5q ), the possible five quark spin with the multiplicity (J), the lowest S -wave threshold (T) and the CMI contribution to the threshold energy ( O cmi (HQ) T ) are listed.
, and (c) color-octet spin- Table I .) In Table I , we list the color magnetic interaction (CMI) evaluated by the uud part of the five-quark system, ( O cmi (HQ) 5q ), which corresponds to the CMI contribution to the five-quark system at the heavy quark limit. The lowest S -wave thresholds (T) are also shown together with the CMI contribution to the threshold energy ( O cmi (HQ) T ] configuration; which means that CMI is attractive in this configuration. Since uudcc is color-singlet as a whole, the system of the color-octet uud with the color-octet cc can be observed as Λ c D ( * ) or Σ c ( * ) D ( * ) baryon meson states, where each of the hadrons is color-singlet. The above CMI contribution is expected to be seen as an attraction in the Σ c ( * ) D ( * ) baryon meson channels. We argue that this attraction may cause the one of the observed peaks by LHCb.
Model
The model Hamiltonian, H q , consists of the central term, H c , and the color spin term, V cmi . The H c consists of the kinetic term, K, the confinement term, V conf , and the color Coulomb term, V coul :
Both of the V coul and V cmi terms come from the effective one-gluon exchange interaction between the quarks. The color flavor spin part of the q 3 orwave functions is taken as a conventional way [6] . The orbital wave function of the mesons, φ M , and that of the baryons, φ B , are written by Gaussian with a size parameter b, φ(r, b):
where the reduced masses, µ 12 and µ 12−3 , correspond to the Jacobi coordinates, r 12 and r 12−3 . We assume that the size parameter of the orbital motion can be approximated by b = x 0 / √ m and minimize the central part of the Hamiltonian, H c , against x 0 for each of the flavor sets: uc, cc, uud, udc. For the baryons, this means that the ratio of the size parameters is kept to a certain mass ratio; e.g., b uc /b ud in Λ c or Σ c is equal to µ ud /µ uc .
We employ the resonating group method (RGM) in order to solve the five-quark systems. The wave function of the five quark system, Ψ, consists of the q 3 baryon and themeson with the relative wave function χ [3, 4] :
where A q stands for the quark antisymmetrization which operates on the four quarks, and ν for the baryon-meson channel. By integrating out the internal wave function of the hadrons, the RGM equation can be obtained from the equation of motion for the quarks, (H q − E)Ψ = 0, as
where H νν ′ and N νν ′ are the hamiltonian and the normalization kernels.
In order to investigate the nature of the resonance states as well as the bound states, We define a three-body operator, P cs , to extract the uud color c, spin s q , orbital (0s) 3 component: 
Results
It is found that a very shallow bound state appears in the Σ * c D * J = 
